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Be careful what you wish for, you might just get it.It is a lesson Bill is learning now that his beautiful
wife Terri is involved with other men. Even more dangerous for Bill is not being quite sure what he
really wants, nor what Terri really needs. But communication is emotionally difficult and
psychologically fraught, and coming to some conclusion will require both Bill and Terri to confront
uncomfortable truths. As they grapple with their desires and fears, their relationship will be tested
like never before. Will their pain make their love stronger? Or tear them apart?
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BUY THIS BOOK ... but before you read it ... make a list of the attributes that you want in an erotic
story about a man and an woman who are married and in love with each other, but who are sexually
charged by the wife enjoying sex with other people ... even though her actions squeeze the breath
out of her husband's lungs while pumping blood into his ... well, you know. Include your preferences
about whether she is an unfaithful cheater or an openly shared hotwife, or the kind of hottie that is
both of those but you never know for sure which she is at any particular moment. Don't forget the
parts that characterize her partners: male or female; one or many; white or black; lovingly caring or

dominatingly abusive; seriously attractive or dangerously seductive; the kind who will give her back
when they have taken her every way imaginable or the kind who will use her up, leave her
breathless and shaking and confused, and then steal her away from you forever. Be sure to list the
kinds of exciting details that twist you into knots and make you read through pages like a forest fire
burning through the dry tender of southern California when the Santa Ana winds blow, details like
her playing with her lover(s) before she tells her husband about what she has done, or telling him
first to torment him while she is away, playing in front of him, sex in public, selfies, videos, texts,
calls from her lovers while they are taking her .. and many, many more. Before you decide your list
is complete, add some notes about whether you like surprises, unexpected twists and turns,
eyebrow raising reveals ... and other plot seasonings that put lead in your pencil and wood in your
shorts. NOW ... read this story ... and maybe read it more than once ... and as you read, check off
the things on your list.
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